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The software pakage LFLC 2000 | its spei�ity, reent andperspetive appliationsAnton��n Dvo�r�ak, Hashim Habiballa, Vil�em Nov�ak, Viktor PavliskaUniversity of OstravaInstitute for Researh and Appliations of Fuzzy Modeling30. dubna 22,701 03 Ostrava 1, Czeh Republie-mail: fAntonin.Dvorak,Hashim.Habiballa,Vilem.Novak,Viktor.Pavliskag�osu.zApril 18, 2002Keywords: Fuzzy logi, approximate reasoning, fuzzy ontrol1 IntrodutionThe ore of appliations of soft omputing methods in the pratie lays in the use of approximate rea-soning methods. These are very general tehniques, whih an be applied in ontrol, deision making,lassi�ation, pattern reognition and elsewhere, provided that a desription of the given system (situa-tion) is at disposal. The latter is supposed to be based on using set(s) of rules, eah of whih haraterizesa very spei� detailed behaviour of the system and may be expressed impreisely. Impreision raisesfrom various soures | too large omplexity, insuÆient preise information, presene of human fator,neessity to spare time or money, et. Very often, ombination of more suh fators is present.The neessary theory is already suÆiently developed and thus, it is possible to realize it in software.There already exist a lot of software pakages aimed at appliations of approximate reasoning, possiblyjoined with (fuzzy) neural networks.In this paper, we will present a software whih di�ers from all pakages known to the authors byonsistent realization of linguisti aspets of fuzzy logi applied in fuzzy logi dedution. The softwareis alled Linguisti Fuzzy Logi Controller (LFLC) and it exists now in two versions. The old one,LFLC 1.5 is written in Borland Pasal under MS-DOS. We have obtained a lot of experienes with itinluding several real appliations. The new version, LFLC 2000 is written in C++ under Windows andit is fully objet oriented system, whih is now joined with Matlab/Simulink to enable simulation of widelass of systems.In the next setion we will briey overview some of the theoretial bakground standing behind thesoftware. Further, we provide a short desription of the main features, representation of the data andoutline the inner struture. Finally, we mention appliations and outline intentions for future develop-ment.2 Theoretial bakground2.1 Linguisti desriptions and their elaborationThe theoretial bakground of LFLC lays in formal fuzzy logi in broader sense (FLb), whih is anextension of that in narrow sense (FLn) (for the detailed detailed presentation of both see [11℄). Thetheory provides elaboration of the semantis of part of natural language, whih onsists of the so alledevaluating and onditional linguisti expressions. The former are expressions suh as \small, roughlymedium, very big", et. The latter are the well known fuzzy IF-THEN rules gathered into sets alledlinguisti desriptions, R1 := IF X is A1 THEN Y is B1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Rm := IF X is Am THEN Y is Bm2



where Aj ;Bj are the mentioned evaluating linguisti expressions. Let us remark that they haraterizeproperty of objets, whih are denoted by variables X and Y . They represent, e.g. values of temperature,pressure, prie, et.The interpretation of fuzzy IF-THEN rules depends on the purpose for whih they are to be used. Ingeneral, we speak about approximate reasoning, whih is �nding a onlusion on the basis of impreiselinguisti desription. There are two fundamental possibilities:� Linguistially based fuzzy logial dedution, i.e. �nding a formal onlusion when we treat the fuzzyIF-THEN rules as linguistially haraterized logial impliations.� Approximation of funtion, i.e. �nding a funtion whih approximates some hidden funtion, whoseexistene is guessed but we have only impreise information about it.2.2 Fuzzy approximationIf the goal is approximation of some funtion then eah expressions of the form `X is A' (this is alled theevaluating linguisti prediation) is assigned some formula A(x) of prediate fuzzy logi. The whole lin-guisti desription an be then assigned one of two speial formulas alled the disjuntive and onjuntivenormal forms.The disjuntive normal form is DNF(x; y) := m_j=1(Aj(x) ^̂̂ Bj(y)): (1)In this ase, eah rule is assigned a onjuntion of formulas Aj(x) and Bj(y) and all of them are joinedby disjuntion. We speak also about funtional interpretation of the linguisti desription.The alternative possibility is the onjuntive normal formCNF(x; y) := m̂j=1(Aj(x) ))) Bj(y)) (2)in whih eah rule is assigned an impliation between the formulas Aj(x) and Bj(y) and all of them arejoined by onjuntion. In this ase, the interpretation of the rules is logial. However, still the main goalis fuzzy approximation of a funtion.Both formulas (1) and (2) orrespond to ertain fuzzy relations after the following assignment. Letus onsider a ouple of setsy) V = hU; V i (3)whih will be taken as a model. In the pratie, we usually onsider U; V to be some intervals of realnumbers representing, e.g. temperatures, angles, pries, et. Furthermore, eah formula Aj(x) is assigneda fuzzy set AV;j �� U and Bj(y) is assigned a fuzzy set BV;j �� V , j = 1; : : : ;m. Then the disjuntivenormal form (1) is assigned a fuzzy relation RDNF;V �� U � V given by the membership funtionRDNF;V(u; v) = m_j=1(AV;j(u) ^ BV;j(v)); (4)and the onjuntive normal form (2) is assigned a fuzzy relationRCNF;V �� U�V given by the membershipfuntion RCNF;V(u; v) = m̂j=1(AV;j(u) ! BV;j(v)) (5)where a ! b = min(1; 1� a + b), a; b 2 [0; 1℄ is the so alled  Lukasiewiz impliationz). Note that (4) isthe well known Mamdani-Assilian formula used in most appliations of fuzzy ontrol.y)In fat, the problem is more omplex sine we must preisely speify the language, the struture and assignments of allsymbols from the language. For the purpose of this paper, we simplify the explanation. The interested reader is referred to[11, 12, 13℄.z)Alternatively, it an be any residuation operation based on some ontinuous t-norm.3



Now, let some value u0 2 U be given (i.e. this is some preise measurement of, say temperature, onthe basis of whih we should �nd a proper ontrol ation). Then using (4) or (5) we derive a fuzzy setBu0 �� V with the membership funtionBu0 = nR(u0; v)Æv j v 2 V o : (6)The result of this kind of elaboration of fuzzy IF-THEN rules is an approximating funtion fA : U �! Vgiven by the formula fA(x) = DEF(Bx); x 2 U (7)where DEF is a defuzzi�ation funtion. In the ase just desribed, one of the best possible defuzzi�ationsis Center of Gravity Method. More about approximation properties an be found in [12, 13℄.2.3 Linguistially based fuzzy logial dedutionThe most spei� feature of LFLC is the possibility to realize a fuzzy logial dedution when the rulesare interpreted as linguistially haraterized logial impliations.2.3.1 Linguisti featureThe LFLC system works with the so alled evaluating linguisti expressions (possibly with signs) whihhave the general form hlinguisti modi�erihatomi termi (8)where hatomi termi is one of the words \small, medium, big", or \zero" (possibly also arbitrary sym-metri fuzzy number) and hlinguisti modi�eri is an intensifying adverb suh as \very, roughly", et.The linguisti modi�ers in (8) are of two basi kinds, namely those with narrowing and extendinge�et. Narrowing modi�ers are, for example, \extremely, signi�antly, very" and widening ones are\more or less, roughly, quite roughly, very roughly". We will take these modi�ers as anonial. Notethat narrowing modi�ers make the meaning of the whole expression more preise while widening ones dothe opposite. Thus, \very small" is more preise than \small", whih, on the other hand, is more preisethan \roughly small".The meaning of eah linguisti expressionA has two parts: the intension Int(A) and extension Ext(A).Intension is a formal haraterization of the meaning on the level of formal syntax and an be understoodas a fuzzy set of speial formulasy). Furthermore, we suppose some model is given, whih an be seenas a set U (usually an interval of real numbers). Then the extension of A is some fuzzy set of elementsExt(A) �� U , whih is determined by its intension Int(A).Let us stress that the extensions of the evaluating expressions are fuzzy sets of the form of the soalled S- and �-urves, as is depited on Figure 1. More on the formal theory of evaluating linguistiexpressions an be found in [9, 11℄.2.3.2 Fuzzy logial dedutionUnlike fuzzy approximation, where we dealt with fuzzy sets in a model (i.e. on the level of semantis),logial dedution must proeed on syntax. Instead of the detailed formal desription, we will demonstratethe behaviour of logial dedution on an example.Let us onsider a linguisti desription onsisting of two rules:R1 := IF X is small AND Y is small THEN Z is bigR2 := IF X is big AND Y is big THEN Z is small:These rules are assigned intensions Int(R1); Int(R2), whih an shematially be written asInt(R1) =(Smx ^̂̂ Smy) ))) Biz (9)Int(R2) =(Bix ^̂̂ Biy) ))) Smz : (10)Furthermore, let X;Y; Z be interpreted in a model whih will onsist of three sets U = V = W = [0; 1℄.Then small values are some values around 0.3 (and smaller) and big ones some values around 0.7 (andy)They have the form A := fatÆAx[t℄ j t 2 Mg where A(x) is a formula, M is a set of onstants and at is an evaluationof the instane Ax[t℄. For the details | see [11℄. 4



bigger). Of ourse, given the input, e.g. X = 0:3 and Y = 0:25 then we expet the result Z � 0:7 due tothe rule R1. Similarly, for X = 0:75 and Y = 0:8 we expet the result Z � 0:25 due to the rule R2.The value 0.3 is represented in the formal system by a ertain intension Sm0x and similarly, the value0.25 is represented by Sm0y.Then the inferene rule of modus ponens is applied on Sm0x, Sm0y and the impliation (9). The resultis the intension Bi0z. The latter is to be interpreted as some fuzzy set B0 ��W .
?very smallsmall medium big

Figure 1: Form of fuzzy sets orresponding to the meaning of the evaluating linguisti expressions andthe DEE defuzzi�ation.To obtain one onrete value, the resulting fuzzy set B0 should further be defuzzi�ed. However, wedeal with evaluating linguisti expressions, whose interpretation has always one of the three possibleforms depited on Figure 1. Therefore, standard defuzzi�ation methods suh as COG do not workproperly. Instead, we have developed a speial method, whih we all Defuzzi�ation of EvaluatingExpressions (DEE). This method lassi�es �rst the type of the membership funtion and then deidesthe defuzzi�ation, as is depited on Figure 1. There are two versions of the DEE method, namely simplewhih �rst lassi�es the resulting fuzzy sets in types \small", \medium" and \big" and then defuzzi�esit using Last of Maxima, Center of Gravity or First of Maxima methods, respetively. The seond oneuses a sophistiated algorithm to hoose a value lose to these dependingly on the spei� shape of themembership funtion.In our ase, when the input is X = 0:3 and Y = 0:25 then both values orrespond to \small" and thus,with respet to the rule R1, the resulting linguisti orresponds to \big" and thus, after its interpretationin the model and defuzzi�ation using the DEE method, we obtain the result Z � 0:7, i.e. a value beingintuitively big. In other words, we obtain the result whih, on the basis of the form of the given rules,should be expeted. Similarly, the input values X = 0:75 and Y = 0:8 would lead to the value Z � 0:25due to the rule R2.To summarize: in the ase of fuzzy approximation, we form the speial formulas DNF or CNF on thelevel of syntax, interpret them in some model and then �nd the approximation on the level of semantisonly. In the ase of linguistially based fuzzy logial dedution we interpret the rules on the level ofsyntax, transform measurement also on this level, realize formal logial dedution and then interpret theresult in some model.3 Purpose of LFLCReall that the original idea of the fuzzy ontroller proposed by L. A. Zadeh [15℄ and E. H. Mamdani [8℄ isto translate knowledge of the human ontrol operator into mathematial desription in a way to mimi asuessful ourse of his/her ontrol. Sine suh knowledge is usually expressed using evaluating linguistiexpressions, the main problem onsists in translation of the linguisti expressions into mathematial form.The main purpose of LFLC software system is the design, testing and learning of linguisti desriptions.These desriptions an be further used in ontrol, deision support and other appliations (see Setion 7).We an distinguish the following main tasks realized by LFLC:� Design of linguisti desriptions: LFLC allows to use various pre-de�ned linguisti expressions(e.g. small, about 5, more or less medium et.) It has also means for analysis of several propertiesof linguisti desriptions (sorting, detetion of idential or inonsistent IF-THEN rules et.)5



� Design and modi�ation of user expressions: In addition to pre-de�ned linguisti expressionsthe user an also de�ne and use his own expressions in situations, when standard ones are for somereasons insuÆient.� Testing of inferene over designed linguisti desriptions: LFLC allows the user to visualizethe behavior of the linguisti desription for various (risp) observations. He/she an selet variousinferene and defuzzi�ation methods (f. Setion 2), see projetions with respet to individualvariables or three-dimensional ontrol surfae. There is also information about IF-THEN rules �redand most suitable linguisti expressions assigned to risp values from input or output intervals.� Learning of linguisti desription from experimental data: LFLC implements two methodsfor learning of linguisti desription from data sets. The �rst method is based on the ability to �ndproper evaluating linguisti expression orresponding to the given value. The resulting linguistidesription should be used for �nding onlusions using logial dedution.The seond possibility is based on the theoretial results published in [12, 13℄ and it enables to �nda linguisti desription interpreted by DNF with the presribed auray of approximation of thedata understood as spei�ation of some funtion.4 Important data strutures and algorithmsThe LFLC software system is implemented in C++programming language with full use of objet-orientedmethodology. In the following we desribe the most important data strutures used for the implementationof linguisti desriptions and related notions. In this setion we use the ommon C++terminology suh aslass, method, instane et.
ESyntax
ESyntaxRB
CFuzzySet

CFuzzyParamSet
CFuzzyTriangSet
CFuzzyTrapezoidSet
CFuzzyQuadraticSet

CFuzzyDiscreteSet
CCompressedFuzzyDiscreteSet

CFuzzyACutSet
CFuzzyFuncDefSet

CSettings
CLinCSettings
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CTriangSettings
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C1ArgOper
CNegation
CModifier

C2ArgOper
CMinTNorm
CMaxTConorm
CLukasiewiczTNorm
CLukasiewiczImplication
CHamacherTNorm
CFrankTNorm

CFuzzyVariable
CRuleBase
CValue

CLinCValue
CFuzValue

CAlphaCut
CUniverseFigure 2: List and struture of main lassesFigure 4 shows the hierarhy of the main lasses of LFLC. There are lasses for representation offuzzy sets (CFuzzySet and its derivatives), lasses whih allow assignments of fuzzy sets to the linguistiexpressions (CLinguistiSettings), lasses for representation of operations on truth degrees and induedoperations on fuzzy sets (C1ArgOper, C2ArgOper and their derivatives), lass whih represents an overalllinguisti desription CRuleBase and several others auxiliary lasses.There are three important onepts, namely the fuzzy set, the semantial rule whih assigns fuzzy setsto linguisti expressions and, �nally, the linguisti desription. Eah of these onepts has a orrespondingounterpart in the implementation, namely the lass. These lasses CFuzzySet, CLinguistiSettingsand CRuleBase are not, however, on the same level of generality. Instanes of the CFuzzySet are mem-bers of CLinguistiSettings and, similarly, instanes of the CLinguistiSettings are members ofCRuleBase.4.1 Representation of fuzzy setsThe lass CFuzzySet is the basis for representation of all types of fuzzy sets and implements their twoommon properties, namely the ontext and the membership funtion. Therefore it ontains as its member6



an instane of the lass CUniverse whih is designed for representation of the ontext (or universe) of(generally multidimensional) fuzzy set. Further, it has the method GetMembDeg that returns membershipdegree for every point from the ontext. This method is pure, no partiular membership funtion isde�ned in the lass CFuzzySet itself. It has to be de�ned by lasses derived from it.There are four basi types of fuzzy sets derived from CFuzzySet whih an be distinguished byimplementation of the membership funtion:� Disrete fuzzy sets, represented by the lass CFuzzyDisreteSet, de�ne fuzzy sets on disretizeduniverse whih are widely used espeially in inferene, defuzzi�ation and other omputationalroutines. There is also speial implementation of disrete fuzzy set CCompressedFuzzyDisreteSetdesigned for better memory usage, where the zero membership values lying outside of the supportof the fuzzy set are not stored in memory.� Parametri fuzzy sets implemented in the lasses CFuzzyQudratiSet, CFuzzyTriangleSet andCFuzzyTrapezoidalSet are most often used as extensions of the evaluating linguisti expressions.� Fuzzy sets with membership funtion represented by means of �-uts (see, e.g. [7℄) implementedby lass CFuzzyAlphaCutSet. Eah �-ut is represented by lass CAlphaCut.� General fuzzy sets with membership funtion de�ned using arbitrary funtion given by user areimplemented in a lass CFuzzyFunDefSet.Operations on fuzzy sets are implemented by lasses derived from C1ArgOper and C2ArgOper. Classesderived from C1ArgOper implement pre�x operators:� CModifier represents modi�er of Zadeh's type (e.g. power).� CNegation represents negation.The sublasses of C2ArgOper implement as methods various types of intersetions, unions, impliationsand di�erenes of fuzzy sets. In this way e.g. intersetion have no prede�ned t-norm, but it is possibleto use any t-norm implemented by some sublass of C2ArgOper.4.2 Representation of semantial ruleThe semantial rule whih assigns extensions (fuzzy sets) to evaluating linguisti expressions is representedby the derivatives of the lass CSettings. It is a pure lass whih ontains the extensions of atomievaluating expressions (array of instanes of lasses derived from CFuzzyParamSet) and meanings ofmodi�ers (array of instanes of lass CModifier) on appropriate ontext (lass CUniverse), i.e. all theneessary information needed for the omputation of the meaning of linguisti expressions (see Setion 2).Derived lasses have to implement the fundamental method GetMeaning that should return appropriateextension of a given linguisti expression. Derived lasses have the following struture:� CBasiSettings { base lass for the situations when atomi terms are parametrially de�ned fam-ilies of fuzzy sets:{ CLinguistiSettings { meanings of atomi terms are fuzzy sets with quadrati membershipfuntion,{ CTriangSettings { triangular membership funtions,{ CTrapezoidSettings { trapezoidal membership funtions.� CLinCSettings { meaning is linear ombination of input variables, this lass is used for evaluationof the output in Takagi-Sugeno models [14℄.4.3 Representation of linguisti desriptionThe linguisti desription is represented by the lass CRuleBase and the overall struture of that lassis shown in Figure 3. It ontains arrays of anteedent and suedent fuzzy variables (that orrespondsto inputs and outputs of fuzzy ontroller), and pointers to inferene and defuzzi�ation routines. Theintended purpose of the lasses is the following:� CFuzzyVariable represents one fuzzy variable and an appropriate row from linguisti desription,whih is an array of instanes of the lass CValue.7



CRuleBaseinferene methoddefuzzi�ation method CFuzzyVariable(olumns in matrix of meanings)nameCSettings meaningCUniverse parametrial type ofCFuzzySet(atomi term)

1+
1+1+

Figure 3: Struture of CRuleBase� CValue represents the linguisti expression as a harater string and also the extension of thelinguisti expression (the orresponding fuzzy set). There are two derived lasses:{ CLinCValue represents the meaning of suedent expression in Takagi-Sugeno model (f. [14℄)in the form of array of real numbers | oeÆients of linear ombination of input variables.{ CFuzValue represents the extension of linguisti expression by means of the instane of thelass CFuzzyDisreteSet.4.4 Inferene and defuzzi�ationThe LFLC software system implements various inferene and defuzzi�ation methods. For thoroughdisussion, see Setion 2 and book [11℄. It allows the user to ompare di�erent ombinations of them and,onsequently, types of approximate reasoning mehanisms. The inferene methods are (f. Setion 2):� Fuzzy logial dedution (see [4℄).� Fuzzy approximation using disjuntive normal form (the linguisti desription is used to haraterizevaguely some risp funtion; see [12, 13℄).� Fuzzy approximation using onjuntive normal form (the linguisti desription is also used to har-aterize a risp funtion, but IF-THEN are rules interpreted as impliations).Defuzzi�ation methods implemented in LFLC are:� Center of Gravity (COG),� Mean of Maxima (MOM),� Modi�ed Center of Gravity (ModCOG),� Defuzzi�ation of Linguisti Expressions (DEE),� Simple Defuzzi�ation of Linguisti Expressions (SDEE).For the detailed disussion of the defuzzi�ation methods, see [5℄. Modi�ed COG is desribed in [2℄.Reall that the DEE method is a speial defuzzi�ation method designed for use in onjuntion withFuzzy Logial Dedution inferene method (see also [4℄).8



5 User interfaeThe user interfae of the LFLC appliation is designed under Win32 platform. It provides all of the tasksmentioned in Setion 3 in standard manner of windows appliation.The simplest way how to desribe the user interfae is to show some sreenshots of the runningappliation. Figure 4 shows the most important dialog window in whih the user an edit rules of thelinguisti desription (rulebase). Note the indiation that there are some dupliate or inonsistent rules.

Figure 4: Design of IF-THEN rulesFigure 5 ontains the \test sreen" dialog where the user an test the behavior of the inferene onthe basis of the designed linguisti desription. On the left hand side the user an interatively enter therisp inputs to the inferene for eah input variable. On the bottom of left side he/she an see the wholetext version of the rulebase �le. On the right hand side of the dialog window, the user an hange thedefuzzi�ation and inferene methods (f. Setion 4.4). Further he/she an see the output fuzzy set ofthe inferene for the previously entered risp inputs together with the defuzzi�ed value. Next thing whihhe an there see is the number of �red rules in the inferene. Last but not least item is the projetionover one hosen variable.6 Interfae to other software systemsFor ommuniation with other software systems the standard COM objet RBaseCOM is designed. Itenapsulates the ore methods of the LFLC pakage. De�nition of its interfae follows:LoadFromFile(BSTR FileName) Loads rulebase with the spei�ed FileName.int NumInputVars() Returns the number of input variables from the loaded rulebase.double HiBoundOfVar(int VarIndex) Returns high bound of the variable with VarIndexdouble LoBoundOfVar(int VarIndex) Returns low bound of the variable with VarIndexBSTR VarName(int VarIndex) Returns name of the variable with VarIndexdouble Inferene(TVariantInParam Inputs) Performs inferene on Inputs values.A Matlab S-Funtion for Simulink pakage has also been developed. This provides link with Matlaband thus enables simulation, e.g. of ontrol of various kinds of proesses using the LFLC system.
9



Figure 5: Testing of behavior of the designed linguisti desription.7 What appliations an be realizedThe LFLC software has wide abilities for appliations. Let us stress that the possibility to use purelinguisti expressions have been appreiated in all ases. The user thinks only in linguisti terms and anforget about fuzzy sets. This feature tremendously inreases the expliability of the linguisti desriptions,whih are easily understood even long time after the appliation design is �nished.The previous version, LFLC 1.5, has been used in several real appliations, among whih the mostsophistiated was large sale appliation of fuzzy ontrol in the Metallurgi plant B�ridli�n�a (see [10℄).The problem was to ontrol an aluminium smelting furnae. The biggest diÆulty for ontrol of theprodution was disontinuity of the proess. This means that the sequene \�lling the furnae | smelting| emptying" ontinuously repeats in regular periods of the length of approximately 8 hours. Moreover,the phase of smelting is extremely slow with great inertia and it is inuened by the latent heat in negativeway. The main phase omes when the temperature of the melted aluminium reahes the tehnologiallevel (approximately 740{800ÆC). Then it is important to keep it for about one hour. The proes is highlynonlinear and before using fuzzy ontrol, several other tehniques inluding adaptive ontrol have beenapplied.The appliations of fuzzy ontrol in B�ridli�n�a started in 1995. After good experienes with the �rstfurnae fuzzy ontrol, it was deided to apply it on the other four furnaes one by one, too. At present,the system works in the whole enterprise, whih onsists of �ve furnaes.Exept for pure fuzzy ontrol (several tens of simulations with fuzzy ontrol of various kinds ofproesses have been realized), LFLC an be applied also in multiriteria deision making. For example,several studies for its appliation in deision making of the bank onerning reditworthiness of its lientshave been prepared. At present, a study for appliation in ontrol of traÆ juntion is being elaborated.8 Conlusion | further developmentFurther development of the software is supposed in several diretions. The main goal is to enable todesign hierarhial strutures, whih may onsist of various kinds of units, eah of them possibly realizingdi�erent inferene mehanism. It is also neessary to omplete the system by the possibility to formTakagi-Sugeno rules (they are already prepared in the kernel of the system).A very important part with wide potential for appliations is learning. Besides the seond learning10



method notied in Setion 3, we suppose to implement learning abilities based on neural nets. We alsoplan to extend the linguisti power of the system, besides others by generalized (fuzzy) quanti�ers, whihwould thus extend the appliability of the system to summarization of data (see [3℄).Referenes[1℄ B�elohl�avek, R., A. Dvo�r�ak, D. Jedelsk�y and V. Nov�ak (1998) Objet Oriented Implementation ofFuzzy Logi Systems. In: Camarinha-Matos, L.M. et al. (eds.): Intelligent Systems for Manufatur-ing. Multi-Agent Systems and Virtual Organizations. Kluwer, Dordreht, 589{594.[2℄ Dvo�r�ak, A. and D. Jedelsk�y (1999) Defuzzi�ation and Chaining of Rules in Hierarhial FuzzySystems. In: Proeedings of 1999 Eusat-Estylf Joint Conferene, 199-202.[3℄ Dvo�r�ak, A. and V. Nov�ak (2000) On the Extration of Linguisti Knowledge in Databases UsingFuzzy Logi. In: H. L. Larsen et al. (Eds.): Flexible Query Answering Systems. Reent Advanes.Physia-Verlag, Heidelberg-New York, 445-454.[4℄ Dvo�r�ak A, Nov�ak V (submitted) Fuzzy Logi Dedution with Crisp Observations. Soft Computing.[5℄ Van Leekwijk W, Kerre EE (1999) Defuzzi�ation: riteria and lassi�ation. Fuzzy Sets and Sys-tems, 108: 159-178.[6℄ Kerre EE, De Cok M (1999) Linguisti Modi�ers: An Overview. In: Chen G. et al. (eds) FuzzyLogi and Soft Computing. Kluwer, Boston.[7℄ Klir, G. J. and Bo Yuan (1995) Fuzzy Sets and Fuzzy Logi. Theory and Appliations. Prentie Hall,Englewood Cli�s.[8℄ Mamdani E.H. and Assilian S. (1975). An experiment in linguisti synthesis with a fuzzy logiontroller, Int. J. of Man-Mahine Studies, 7: 1{13.[9℄ Nov�ak V (2001) Antonyms and Linguisti Quanti�ers in Fuzzy Logi. Fuzzy Sets and Systems, 124:335{351.[10℄ Nov�ak V, Kov�a�r J (2000) Linguisti IF-THEN Rules in Large Sale Appliation of Fuzzy Control.In: Da Ruan, Kerre EE (eds) Fuzzy If-Then Rules in Computational Intelligene: Theory andAppliations. Kluwer, Boston, 223{241.[11℄ Nov�ak V, Per�lieva I, Mo�ko�r J (1999) Mathematial Priniples of Fuzzy Logi. Kluwer, Boston.[12℄ Per�lieva I (2000) Fuzzy Relations, Funtions, and Their Representation by Formulas. Neural Net-work World, 10: 877{890.[13℄ Per�lieva I (2001) Normal Forms for Fuzzy Logi Funtions and Their Approximation Ability. FuzzySets and Systems, 124: 371{384.[14℄ Takagi, T and M. Sugeno (1985) Fuzzy Identi�ation of Systems and its Appliations to Modelingand Control, IEEE Transation on System, Man, and Cybernetis, 15: 116{132.[15℄ Zadeh, L.A. (1972). A Rationale for Fuzzy Control, J. of Dynamial Systems, Measurement, anControl (trans. ASME. Ser. G.), 94: 3{4.
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